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WHAT KIND OF TEXT SHOULD

BE IN “THE STANDARD”?

- IT SHOULD BE LIMITED TO 

NORMATIVE TEXT

- THIS IS GOVERNED BY:

Cl. 6.4.1 IEEE-SA SB OPS MANUAL

Cl. 10 SA 2014 STYLE MANUAL 
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IEEE-SA SB OPS MANUAL

6.4. IEEE standard document structure

6.4.1 Normative and informative

Normative material is information required to implement the standard and is therefore officially part of the standard.
Informative material is provided for information only and is therefore not officially part of the standard.

6.4.2 Frontmatter

The frontmatter of an IEEE standard is informative.

6.4.3 Notes and footnotes

Notes and footnotes are informative except as noted in subclauses 6.4.4 and 6.4.5.

The IEEE Standards Style Manual provides further information about notes and footnotes. 6.4.4 Notes to tables
and footnotes to tables.

A note to a table is informative. A footnote to a table is normative.

6.4.5 Notes to figures and footnotes to figures

A note to a figure is informative. A footnote to a figure is normative.

6.4.6 Normative references

Normative references are documents that contain additional material that is necessary to implement the standard.
Thus, normative references are indispensable when applying the standard. Each normative reference shall be
cited, and the role and relationship of each normative reference shall be explained in the body of the standard.

IEEE and other nationally or internationally recognized standards developing organizations (SDOs) are preferred
as the source of normative references. Documents published by other organizations may be cited provided the
document is publicly available at a cost that is not unreasonable at the date of publication of the IEEE standard.
Documents that are cited as normative references, but that are developed by organizations that are not nationally
or internationally recognized SDOs, shall include the edition or date of publication in the citation. References to
standards that are not active are permitted, provided such standards are publicly available at the date of publication
of the IEEE standard. Draft standards may be used as normative references if they are unambiguously dated,
readily available, and retrievable at the date of publication of the IEEE standard. Please consult with an IEEE
Standards project editor if such inclusion is necessary.

References to specific clauses or subclauses, tables, and figures of another document shall include the date of
said document.
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IEEE-SA SB OPS MANUAL

6.4. IEEE standard document structure (continued)

6.4.7 Shall, should, may, and can

The word shall indicates mandatory requirements strictly to be followed in order to conform to the standard and
from which no deviation is permitted (shall equals is required to).

The word should indicates that among several possibilities one is recommended as particularly suitable, without
mentioning or excluding others; or that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required
(should equals is recommended that).

The word may is used to indicate a course of action permissible within the limits of the standard
(may equals is permitted to).

The word can is used for statements of possibility and capability, whether material, physical, or causal 
(can equals is able to).
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2014 IEEE-SA STANDARDS STYLE MANUAL

10. The body of an IEEE draft standard

10.1 Normative and informative clauses

Subclause 6.4.1 of the IEEE-SA Standards Board Operations Manual defines which parts of a standard are
normative and which parts of a standard are informative.

Normative text is information that is required to implement the standard and is therefore officially part of the
standard. Informative text is provided for information only and is therefore not officially part of the standard.

Normative text (information required to implement the standard) includes the following:
  The main clauses of the documents including figures, tables, and equations
  Footnotes to tables
  Footnotes to figures
  Annexes marked “(normative)”

Informative text (text provided for information only) includes the following:
  Frontmatter
  Notes to text, tables, and figures

At the first instance of a note associated with text, a table, or a figure, 
the following should apppear:

NOTE—Notes to text, tables, and figures are for information only 
and do not contain requirements needed to implement the standard.

  Annexes marked “(informative),” e.g., Bibliography

Interspersed normative and informative text is not allowed. As such, neither clauses nor subclauses shall be
labeled as informative. Contact IEEE-SA content publishing staff early in the process if there are questions as to
whether material in the draft should be labeled as normative or informative.
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2014 IEEE-SA STANDARDS STYLE MANUAL

10. The body of an IEEE draft standard

10.1 Normative and informative clauses (DIGEST VERSION)

Normative text is information that is required to implement the standard
and is therefore officially part of the standard.

Informative text is provided for information only and is therefore not
officially part of the standard.

Informative text (text provided for information only) includes the following:
  Notes to text, tables, and figures
  Annexes marked “(informative),”

Interspersed normative and informative text is not allowed. 
As such, neither clauses nor subclauses shall be labeled as informative.
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SYSTEMS VS COMPONENTS           

● We do Systems Engineering

so our users don't have to.

● Especially in twisted pair,

OUR CUSTOMERS expect to

just plug it in and have it work.

● Cabling is a given:

- Installed Base

- 0.5m ↔  100m ≥ Cat5

- 0 – 4 in line connectors

- (Nothing more)

GraCaSI
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CONFORMANCE vs. INTEROPERABILITY

OUR JOB IS TO MAKE SURE THAT:

IF a device conforms to the 802.3 Standard

THEN it meets the necessary and sufficient

conditions to

ASSURE     System Interoperability

Each component gets to vary wildly within its tolerance,

yet when you plug together an 802.3 system it just works.

We give up maximum possible performance to achieve this

Systems assurance by design

(At some sacrifice of performance)

We specify interface signals and performance rather than

device implementation

GraCaSI
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Link Segment vs. Channel

We need to clean up our terminology.

We need to deal in terminology that's correct for 802.3

The terms:

Channel:

From cabling standards, not complete

Use across 802.3 not precise/consistent

Link Segment:

Proper 802.3 term, Precise.

In use since 1980s

Used elsewhere in 802.3

Complete from device to device

“Channel” means something else (not applicable to our

work) in an 802.3 context

Specs: What are the adjustments necessary?

Link Segment:MDI to MDI

(Cabling) Channel: Leaves out connectors that mate

to MDI at each end.

GraCaSI
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Action Required

1. Clean up our terminology.

2. Use internal, established, precise term

3. Convert TIA “channel” ⇔ 802.3 “Link Segment”

4. Move 4.1.2 and (potential) 4.1.3 to Informative Annex

GraCaSI
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